ABSTRACT

It is currently admitted in both mainstream software engineering and agent-oriented software engineering that there is no one-size-fit-all methodology or process. One solution is proposed by the situational method engineering paradigm that provides means for constructing ad-hoc software engineering processes following an approach based on the reuse of portions of existing design processes, the so called method fragments, stored in a repository called method base. One problem raised by this type of approaches is to describe or document fragments and to choose among existing fragments in order to build a new process. The approach proposed in this paper uses OWL-S and documents fragments as services in order to semantically annotate methodologies concepts and fragments. This approach enables method engineers to select fragments from an existing method base by using semantic reasonings based on an ontological description of fragments and queries. A scenario illustrating an example of fragment selection is reported. The case study uses a simple ontology and the support of the Protg tool.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is currently admitted in mainstream software engineering and agent software engineering that there is no one-size-fit-all methodology or process. Indeed, as stated in [19] “traditional rigid IS engineering methods are inadequate to provide the necessary support in new IS developments. New methods, more flexible and better adaptable to the situation of every IS development project, must be constructed”. One solution is proposed by the situational method engineering paradigm. Situational method engineering paradigm provides means for constructing ad-hoc software engineering processes following an approach based on the reuse of portions of existing design processes, the so-called method fragments, stored in a repository, called method base. One problem raised by this type of approaches is to describe or document fragments and choose among existing fragments in order to build a new process. This problem is reinforced by the fact that different methodologies may use different concepts, different processes and different guidelines. This is obviously one of the hypothesis of SME. Fragments are thus heterogeneous. Designing a notation to describe these heterogeneous fragments that ease the search of a best fitting fragment for a given purpose is a tough matter. In order to ease the work of the method engineer we propose an approach based on the adoption of OWL-S [16] as a description of fragments. The idea is to compare each fragment with a service and use the three ontologies encompassed by OWL-S to describe a fragment. Indeed, the Service Profile ontology can describe the inputs and outputs elements of the meta-model underlying the fragment and the result of the fragment can be described by the service result. The Service Model ontology of OWL-S can describe the fragment tasks and eventually the Service Grounding ontology can state what are the fragment guidelines and use possibilities. The advantages of such an approach are twofold. Firstly, it enables to describe, using ontologies, the semantics between each fragment and their related methodologies. Secondly it allows a method engineer to use the matchmaking mechanisms allowed by OWL-S. These two advantages may answer to how to describe a fragment and how to choose the best fitting fragment questions.

In this paper we illustrate the use of OWL-S for fragment documentation and selection through a scenario in which a method engineer search to extend an existing methodology, namely ASPECTS [8], with fragments allowing requirements decomposition. These fragments, in the scenario, will come from the TROPOS methodology [2].

This paper is organised as follows: section 2 introduces the basics for understanding OWL-S, section 3 illustrates our approach with a fragment selection scenario, section 4 presents some related works and section 5 concludes.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 OWL-S

The OWL-S ontology [16] is composed by three sub-ontologies: the service profile, process model, and grounding. The profile sub-ontology or profile is used to describe what the service does. The process model sub-ontology or process model is used to describe how the service is used. The grounding sub-ontology or grounding is used to describe how agents can interact with the service. Each service described using OWL-S is represented by an instance of the OWL class Service.

The OWL-S profile enables to advertise what a service does and/or dually what is expected from a service. A profile is an instance of the class Profile. A Profile describes the
Figure 1: Example of OWL-S class: the CurrencyConverterService from

ASPECS software processes are driven by requirements. Thus the starting activity deals with the analysis of system functional and non functional requirements. Functional requirements describe the functions the software has to exhibit [14] or the behaviour of the system in terms of interactions perceived by the user. Non functional requirements are sometimes known as constraints or quality requirements [14]. The global objective of the Domain Requirements Description (DRD) activity is gathering needs and expectations of application stakeholders and providing a complete description of the behaviour of the application to be developed. In the proposed approach, these requirements should be described by using the specific language of the application domain and a user perspective. This is usually done by adopting use case diagrams for the description of functional requirements; besides, conventional text annotations are applied to use cases documentation for describing non-functional requirements. The resulting document is labelled as the current activity: Domain Requirements Description (or briefly DRD) document. As described on the ASPECS website [7] the DRD fragment is described (a more complete description is on the website) as follows:

**Goal**
The global objective of the Domain Requirements Description (DRD) activity is to provide an overview of the system’s functionalities. This activity thus aims at gathering needs and expectations of application stakeholders and at providing a complete description of the behaviour of the application to be developed.
Input
Use cases are deduced from a set of text descriptions of the system usage scenarios (that are supposed to be an input of this design process), quality and procedure documents and are gradually refined with stakeholder interviews and meetings.

Output
UML use case diagram is the notation suggested for adoption in this activity. Requirements are described in terms of use case diagrams. The result of the Domain Requirements Description activity is a functional description of the system composed of a hierarchical series of use case diagrams.

MAS Metamodel Elements
This fragment defines the following metamodel elements: Functional Requirements, Non-Functional Requirements and relates the following metamodel elements (Functional Requirements, Non-Functional Requirements).

2.3 TROPOS
Tropos [2] is an agent-oriented methodology based upon the i∗ framework [26]. The TROPOS methodology emphasises early requirements analysis, the phase that precedes the prescriptive requirements specification. The objective of the early requirements phase is to capture and analyse the goals of stakeholders. The concepts used to model early requirements are: actors (which can either be agents, roles or positions), goals and actor dependencies. Agents are then introduced very early in the analysis of a system as entities in charge of the realisation of goals by the dependencies relationships. The TROPOS methodology distinguishes two sorts of goals: soft-goals and hard-goals (also called goals). Softgoals represent vaguely defined goals for which there are no simple way to decide if it is fulfilled or not.

An example of early requirement analysis is given in figure 3. This simple example introduces two actors, namely the client who wants a product to be realised and a provider who will realise the product. The goal product realisation introduces a dependance of the client to the provider. We have also defined two soft-goals Increase benefits and Happy customer which make the provider dependant on the client.

This early requirement analysis enables to describe with a high level point of view the requirements of the model-to-be. This model is enriched by goal modelling. The goal modelling consists in the analysis of an actor by either means-end analysis, AND/OR decomposition or contribution analysis. This modelling is illustrated in figure 4. In this figure the provider actor is refined and some internal goals are elicited.

The product realisation goal of actor provider is decomposed in three sub-goals by an AND decomposition. It means that in order to fulfil the Product realisation goal the three sub-goals need to be fulfilled. These three sub-goals are: Market analysis, Prototype realisation and Costs estimation. Each of these goals may in turn be refined and decomposed in sub-goals as illustrated for the Prototype realisation goal which can be decomposed, again with an AND decomposition, in three sub-goals. These sub-goals are: Prototype design, Prototype production means and Prototype tests.

The goal modelling may continue until a satisfying level of detail is reached.
3. FRAGMENT SELECTION SCENARIO
This section illustrates our approach for fragments documentation and selection through a scenario. The next subsection gives some details about the scenario. The fragmentation documentation subsection explains how fragments can be represented as OWL-S services. Fragments are only described by OWL-S profiles in this scenario. The whole description of fragments by profile, process model and grounding would have taken too much space for presentation and discussion. Moreover, with profiles only one can use reasoning and matchmaking mechanisms as described in [16]. The scenario illustrates the reuse of existing metamodels underlying methodologies in the construction of a general ontology. Eventually, the selection subsection discuss how a fragment can be retrieved according to the method engineer aims.

3.1 Scenario description
The ASPECS process is dedicated to iMAS. One of the main principle underpinning the ASPECS process is the identification of several organisational levels from the study of the problem at hand. The resulting levels are described in the output of the Organisation Identification activity output, see figure 5. These organisational levels may give hints in order to design holarchies. Currently in ASPECS the identification can be done following two different strategies. The first strategy consists in using the structure of the use cases resulting of the Domain Requirement Description (DRD) activity which produces a use case diagram, see figure 5. More specifically, each use case is to be associated with an organisation in charge of it realisation. If a use case depends on another use case (includes relationship) then the associated organisations will be at different levels. The second strategy consists in using the ontology result of the Problem Ontology Description (POD) activity which produces an ontology as output, see figure 5. The proposed heuristic is to search for self-containing structures that may guide holarchies design. Obviously there are other ways to analyse a problem in order to find organisational levels that may give birth to holarchies. A method engineer who is trying to find another strategy for holarchy design may search the method base by using the following request "which fragment(s) can support a requirement analysis associated to a requirement decomposition?".

3.2 Fragment documentation
The use of OWL-S for fragment documentation requires the existence of an ontology that is the conceptualisation of the concerned methodology. The design of such ontologies can be a difficult and time consuming task. However, many MAS methodologies relies upon metamodels describing the methodologies concepts and their relationships [1]. These metamodels constitute a solid foundation for ontologies design. For our example scenario, we have used the ASPECS [8] and TROPOS [25] metamodels as basis for the conceptualisation of their respective ontologies. Extracts of these two ontologies are presented in figures 6 and 7.

There are several strategies in order to relate ontologies such as equivalence, translation or metaontologies. A generic metaoontology should describe and relate concepts of the different methodologies between them. For requirements the ontology of figure 8, extracted from [10], is a conceptualisation of all requirements related concepts. The more generic concept is AbstractRequirement. The DRD ASPECS fragment has as outputs one or several Requirement (Functional or Quality) which is a subclass of AbstractRequirement. This is part of the ASPECS ontology, specifically the part related to the problem domain as stated in the ASPECS metamodel [8]. The TROPOS methodology, on the other hand, is based upon the concept of goal. No requirement concept (Functional or Quality) is present as goals and the analysis is goal-oriented. The metamodel describing the concepts of TROPOS [25] refines the concept of Goal in HardGoal and SoftGoal. Moreover, each Goal is associated to a Decomposition.

Clearly, the Goal concept of TROPOS is an answer to the method engineer request. Indeed, The concept of Goal is a subclass of AbstractRequirement as stated in the ontology figure 8 and the TROPOS ontology associate a Decomposition to Goal. Among the fragments that compose the TROPOS methodology there is one that produces as output a goal diagram such as the one presented in figure 4 and that takes as input an actor diagram such as the one presented in figure 3. The OWL-S class of figure 9 defines the profile of the corresponding fragment. OWL-S profiles define inputs, outputs, results and preconditions. Here for the sake of clarity only inputs and outputs are presented. The class is a FragmentProfile which is a specific class created for fragments documentation and selection purpose and that inherits from Profile. The fragment, here viewed as a service, is named TROPOS-EarlyRequirementAnalysis. The output produced by this fragment is a TROPOS Goal Diagram (as the one presented in figure 4).

3.3 Fragment selection
The fragment selection in our approach relies on mechanisms that enable searches and reasoning with OWL and OWL-S. In this context there are several existing mechanisms such
Figure 5: aspecs System Requirement Phase

Figure 8: Requirements Ontology
5. RELATED WORKS

Many researches has been done on Situational Method Engineering and method fragments. A few fragment bases already exist, for example OPF [9], which stands for OPEN Process Framework, is a website that includes many documented fragments. These fragments follow a process metamodeling approach describe [12]. Despite the fact that the work done is very important the documentation of fragments is text-based using natural language. This approach may be ambiguous and doesn’t allow search and semantic annotations. The authors of [20] propose the use of metrics to compare fragments (named chunks in their approach). These metrics estimate semantic and structural similarities between concepts of different methodologies. This approach seems less intuitive than the use of ontologies which are designed to represent conceptualisations. Moreover, ontologies in general and OWL-S allow the use of powerful tools for searches and matchmakings.

Rules that describe how to assemble method fragments into a situational method are reported in [3]. These rules are defined in natural language and then formalised using predicate logic. The aim of these rules is to state the generic conditions that must be satisfied when a method engineer assemble fragments to create a new method, whatever the method. The semantic of each fragments is not clearly tackled and no search facilities are provided.

In [5] authors have made the hypothesis that a MAS metamodel can be used to guide the process composition activities. An algorithm is used to compute a list of MAS metamodel elements that allow to retrieve the method fragments. This approach doesn’t tackle the semantic underlying the metamodel concepts but it is supported by a specific method base, as reported in [21]. The structure of this method base is based upon a method fragment definition that has been initially proposed within a FIPA Methodology Technical Committee and then refined by some of the authors of this paper [6]. This fragment definition will now considered for future improvements and standardization from a newborn IEEE FIPA working group on Design Process Documentation and Fragmentation 1. A comparison of some approaches for method engineering can be found in [22].

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper an approach for method fragments documentation and selection from method base is proposed. This approach is based upon OWL-S and the view of fragments as services. Each fragment is described by means of OWL-S classes. This paper presents the use of the profile part of an OWL-S compliant documentation of a fragment-service through a scenario where a method engineer searches method

1See website at: http://www.fipa.org/subgroups/DPDF-WG.html
fragments that allow to obtain a requirements decomposition from problem statements. The aim of the method engineer is to enrich an existing methodology, namely aspecs. The result of the search includes two TROPOS fragments that decompose problem statements using goals and goals decomposition. Moreover, matchmaking mechanisms and searches can produce fragments that do not answer exactly to the problem at hand but that can be adapted to fit that. The use of OWL-S description for method fragments combined with the ontological description of methodology concepts presents many advantages: (i) method engineers can annotate and give semantic to method fragments, (ii) fragments are precisely described, and (iii) searches and reasoning can be done upon them by using query or matchmaking mechanisms related to OWL and OWL-S. For instance, in the proposed example scenario, the concept Abstract Requirement that is a generalization of Goal and Requirement, allowed to abstract from two existing methodologies (aspecs and TROPOS) using different requirements analysis techniques and to reuse their corresponding fragments. The two unused parts of OWL-S, namely process and grounding, may also be of interest for method engineers. Indeed, the process part can describe the activities done within fragments and grounding may be useful in describing how to use fragments and how to adapt them. The next step of this work consists in designing a software environment coupled with a fragment repository in order to help method engineers in fragments documentation and selection tasks. The use of MAS within such an environment will enable the integration of powerful existing tools that handle ontologies and their collaboration in the development of a complex software engineering tool.
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